Your hard work has proved that this job was destined for you. You have made me realize
that I made the right decision to get admission of my precious child in GD. Well done Mam.
I want to take the time to let you know what an excellent job you did.. as well as all the
teachers hard work and tremendous efforts ..
The new system that you lobbied as a activity room inspired children s for the study.
I know that you put in a tremendous number of hours to teach and make them learn..
I want to thank Seema Mam specially bcs of her caring nature towards all kids she is very
gentle with all the kids.
Again, thank you for giving us this opportunity to see this outstanding performance.
With Deep Appreciation for a job well done,
Warm Regards
Kusum Sachdeva
Mother of Abhiraj Arora Class Nursery C

I am Swati Dwivedi, mother of Vaanika Dwivedi who studies in Nursery-B of your School.
Today I visited your school under the parent teacher interface session.
While taking the session with the students of the Nursery class, I realized how well our
children are being groomed in your school. The students were disciplined, active, and
obedient, this made the session all the more delightful, I must say the effort put in by the
teachers has been tremendous and it showed up during my interaction with the students in
class. Today I realized when standing at a teachers place, how tough it is. They are preparing
our kids with so much perseverance and dedication for the better future.
This program and experience is very much treasured and appreciated by me a lot. Today I
got to see how well my daughter is doing in the class and she really surprised me, all thanks
to the teacher and her grooming. I was so pleased to see the way kids interacted with me
and would appreciate the fact that this program of parent teacher interface is one of a kind.
I would request you to continue this program more aggressively and I would love to
contribute more often.
My special gratitude to Ms Aashima Kumar, Ms Jaswinder Kaur and principal Mam.
Thanks and regards,
Swati Dwivedi

M/o Vaanika Dwivedi
Nursery-B
I am quite happy with the school's continuous focus on child development and growth.
Nursery is a class where child foundation is created and teachers are highly focussed in the
school.
Special Thanks to Ashu Mam (Nur A) for developing and nurturing Nursery Kids so well.
Appreciate all the efforts of the school staff.
Thanks and Regards
Gunjan Mangal

A great start and encouraging initiative really appreciate
Kids really feel great seeing all these pics
Proud to be part of GD Salwan
Rgds
Sakshi Roy

We have seen the performance of Aarika in the special assembly held on Guru Purab last
week along with the performances of other kids. We have also come to know that this time
it was the turn of performance of Nursery - B section students. All the performances be it
'Prabhat Pheri', 'Punj Pyare', 'Story about Guru' or 'Mool Mantra' were remarkable. All in all
it was a day to be remembered for us as parents. Especially your bond with the kids in
terms of discipline, hard work, love & affection and overall understanding is something that
we find really wonderful- not only in this particular activity but in all the activities. To be
frank, at the beginning of session we were a little apprehensive about the atmosphere that
our kid would get into but now we can definitely relieve ourselves. We can’t find
appropriate words to thank you enough. However, thanks a lot ma'am for being there. Aap
thode me hi jada samajhna :-)
Thanking you,
regards
Chanderjit
F/o Aarika Thakur

I, mother of Lavanya Gaba, want to congratulate all of you for the wonderful play performed
by Nursery A children.
I was delighted to watch them all with such a confidence; it was just because of your efforts
and love that our children are growing well. My special thanks to Principal Mam and Ashu
Mam for all the efforts and love given to our children. I am proud that my child is a part of
your school.
Thanks & Regards
Reema Gaba

I am Swati Dwivedi, mother of Vaanika Dwivedi who studies in Nursery-B of your School.
Today I visited your school under the parent teacher interface session.
While taking the session with the students of the Nursery class, I realized how well our
children are being groomed in your school. The students were disciplined, active, and
obedient, this made the session all the more delightful, I must say the effort put in by the
teachers has been tremendous and it showed up during my interaction with the students in
class. Today I realized when standing at a teachers place, how tough it is. They are preparing
our kids with so much perseverance and dedication for the better future.
This program and experience is very much treasured and appreciated by me a lot. Today I
got to see how well my daughter is doing in the class and she really surprised me, all thanks
to the teacher and her grooming. I was so pleased to see the way kids interacted with me
and would appreciate the fact that this program of parent teacher interface is one of a kind.
I would request you to continue this program more aggressively and I would love to
contribute more often.
My special gratitude to Ms Aashima Kumar, Ms Jaswinder Kaur and principal Mam
Thanks and regards,
Swati Dwivedi

